
TSPC Elluminate Session 
October 7, 2010 

Minutes 
 
 
 
Attendance: FAMU: Saiyed Ahmad; FAU: Deb Hoban; FCLA: Daniel Cromwell, Ellen 
Bishop, Mary Ann O'Daniel; FGCU: Catherine Gardiner; FIU: Elaine Winske, Sue 
Wartzok; FSU: Amy Weiss, Charles McElroy, Ruth Ziegler; FSU-Law: Pat Bingham-
Harper; FSU-Music: Sarah Cohen; NCF: Tom Tharrington; UCF: Kim Montgomery, 
Mary Page, Michael Arthur; UF: Betsy Simpson, Jimmie Lundgren, Priscilla Williams; 
USF:  Susan Heron; USF-Health: Allison Howard; UWF: Colleen Valente, Dan North, 
Debbie Sanders, Shari Johnson.   
 
 
Next meeting: November 4, 2010. 
 
1. Approval of September 2010 Elluminate minutes 
 
2. Report by Michael Arthur, new CPC liaison: 
 
There may be a small surplus in the money that FCLA can spend on behalf of the SUL.  
A Cambridge business e-book package may be purchased.  A Cambridge psychology 
package was purchased with last year's surplus.  The TSPC will use the TSPC listserv to 
discuss the loading of the records.  Amy Weiss will report the results of the discussion to 
Michael Arthur and Roy Ziegler (FSU).  Mary Ann O'Daniel said she would talk to 
Claire Dygert at FCLA about the e-book records.  Michael reported that CSUL approved 
a summit on e-books; no definite date yet, probably in November before the December 
CSUL meeting.  Likely topics are statewide consortial purchases of e-books, and a shared 
vendor. 
 
3. New OPAC Subcommittee liaison: 
 
Annie Glerum (FSU) will replace Jimmie Lundgren in January 2011. 
 
4. FCLA reports: 
 
Mary Ann O'Daniel reported that FCLA and CCLA submitted documents to the 
legislature pertaining to the data center consolidation in Tallahassee; Uborrow has a 
launch target of Spring 2011; FCLA is making progress identifying and merging records 
for partial updates.  The OCLC Technical Bulletin 258 MARC updates have been 
completed in Test for FSU to support their RDA testing.  FSU's tag tables can be made 
available to other SULs in Test.  Aleph will accept RDA records loaded from WorldCat. 
 
Ellen Bishop said that FCLA has completed the single bib merge that included the 
finalized tag treatment spreadsheet, and they are currently indexing that merge. 



 
Daniel Cromwell has finished his work on the FSU reclamation.  More than two million 
records were sent and had holdings set; there were around 65,000 unresolved records; 
more than 100,000 local records were updated with new or changed OCLC numbers from 
the "cross-reference" files that OCLC provided. 
 
Daniel also reported on the GenLoad enhancement testing.  So far he has completed 
testing of each of the voted enhancements and reported his findings to the programmer.  
He expects it will not take the programmer long to return the corrected version and 
anticipates handing it over for library testing soon. 
 
5. Report from the Shared Bib Pilot Project: 
 
Amy Weiss talked about the "TSPC Tips" that she had sent to the committee via e-mail to 
help the SULs clean-up their catalogs in preparation for single bib implementation.  It 
was pointed out that clean-up would also benefit Uborrow and Mango. 
 
6. Developing uniform cataloging practices: 
 
There was discussion of the need for guidelines at a detailed level, to be updated 
constantly. 
 
7. Formatted vs. unformatted 502 field: 
 
The TSPC agreed that this issue should be included in the guidelines discussed in item 6 
above. 
 
8. Authorities Subcommittee: 
 
The Authorities Subcommittee spoke in favor of upgrading to v.20 of Aleph.  FCLA is 
still evaluating what is in v.20.  The TSPC agreed that we did not have enough 
information about the version to ask CSUL to prioritize it.  What may be very time 
consuming about the upgrade is the concomitant upgrade of Oracle.  Ellen said that she 
would post v.20 info from ExLibris but that FCLA is not yet ready to post any 
evaluations of what is in v.20.  TSPC may wish to discuss the upgrade during our next 
call and possibly make a recommendation at that time. 
   


